USING LATEX FROM PARA-RUBBER FOR DEVELOPING STRENGTH AND THERMAL INSULATION PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE BLOCK
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is using latex from para-rubber mixed in concrete block to develop strength and thermal insulation properties. The concrete blocks are formed under TIS standard [1]. The compressive strength and water absorption are tested by TIS standard [1] while the bending strength and coefficient of thermal conductivity are evaluated by ASTM standard [2, 3]. From the results, the water absorption of concrete block is reduced. When the latex to cement ratio is increased, the bending strength increases while the compressive strength decreases. For the insulation property, it indicates that the concrete blocks with para-rubber is an excellent insulation. This means latex from para-rubber could be an admixture which improves concrete block properties for strength and thermal insulation.

CONCLUSION
The adding of para-rubber in concrete blocks can improve many properties of concrete blocks.
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